
YEAR 5 
HOME 

LEARNING

WEEK 

COMMENCING

08.06.2020 



TODAY ON 
THE 8TH

JUNE, IT IS 
WORLD 

OCEAN DAY!

WE ARE 
MAKING IT 

WORLD 
OCEAN 
WEEK☺!

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://theconversation.com/curious-kids-how-was-the-ocean-formed-where-did-all-the-water-come-from-98382&psig=AOvVaw1LAE2dZgdMoqaoW74ek0Kn&ust=1590592651884000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCNiJxcLp0ekCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAW


MONDAY

PLAN FOR THE DAY

SPELLINGS- HANDWRITING 

READING- NON FICTION RETRIEVAL (OCEANS 

AROUND THE WORLD)

LITERACY- SETTING DESCRIPTION

MATHS – ASSOCIATE FRACTIONS AS DECIMALS 

GEOGRAPHY ACTIVITY – MAP WORK



SPELLINGS

SAY THESE WORDS OUT LOUD TO YOURSELF

AFFECT

EFFECT 

WHAT DO YOU NOTICE ABOUT THESE WORDS?



HOMOPHONES

HOMOPHONES ARE WORDS THAT SOUND THE SAME, BUT MEAN 

DIFFERENT THINGS!

THINK ABOUT A PHONE, IT CREATES SOUND, AND YOU CAN 

REMEMBER HOMOPHONES FROM THIS!

WHAT OTHER HOMOPHONES CAN YOU THINK OF?



DEVICE AND DEVISE

A DEVICE IS A 

GADGET, LIKE A 

PHONE OR A LAPTOP!

To devise is to 
come up with 
something.



ADVICE AND ADVISE

YOU CAN GIVE ADVICE TO 

SOMEONE. FOR EXAMPLE, I GAVE 

SOME ADVICE TO JOHN TO 

WEAR A HAT OUTDOORS.

You can be advised 
against something, 

for example ‘I 
advise you not to 
go outside without 
sun cream today.’



AFFECT AND EFFECT



PACIFIC AND SPECIFIC 

THE PACIFIC IS AN 

OCEAN!

To be specific 
means to give more 

detail. 



CONSCIOUS AND COINCIDENCE

BEING CONSCIOUS IT 

BEING AWAKE, OR AWARE 

OF SOMETHING.

A coincidence is when something happens 
by chance. For example, it is a coincidence 
that Miss Watson and Miss Wood have the 

same top on today.



SPELLINGS ACTIVITY



READING-
WHAT IS AN OCEAN?

An ocean is a very large area of salt water. Most of the Earth is 
covered in ocean.

There are five oceans in the world:

• Pacific Ocean

• Atlantic Ocean

• Indian Ocean

• Southern Ocean

• Arctic Ocean



READING- PACIFIC OCEAN

The Pacific Ocean is the biggest ocean in 
the world.

It reaches from North and South 
America to Asia and Australia.

The Pacific Ocean is surrounded by a 
line of volcanoes known as the Ring of Fire.

It is also home to the Great Barrier Reef,
which is the largest coral reef in the world.

Challenger Deep, the deepest point on Earth, is in the Pacific Ocean.

Did You Know…?
The word ‘Pacific’ means peaceful.



READING- ATLANTIC OCEAN

The Atlantic Ocean is the second biggest 
ocean in the world.

It reaches from North and South 
America to Europe and Africa.

The Atlantic Ocean is huge, but only 
half the size of the Pacific Ocean.

The Mid-Atlantic Ridge, the longest 
mountain range in the world, is 
underwater in the Atlantic Ocean.

Did You Know…?
The first person to sail across the Atlantic Ocean from Europe to 
America was Leif Eriksson, a Viking, in the year 1000.



READING- INDIAN OCEAN

The Indian Ocean is the third biggest ocean in the world.
It is named after the country of India.

The Indian Ocean is home to many 
endangered sea creatures, including 
turtles, seals and dugongs (also 
known as sea cows).



READING- SOUTHERN OCEAN

The Southern Ocean is the second smallest ocean in the world.

It is also known as the Antarctic 
Ocean as it surrounds Antarctica.

It is the coldest and wildest 
ocean in the world. 

The Southern Ocean is home to 
emperor penguins, blue whales, 
elephant seals, giant squid and 
the wandering albatross.



READING- ARCTIC OCEAN

The Arctic Ocean is the smallest ocean in 
the world.

It surrounds the Arctic.

Often, the Arctic Ocean is completely 
covered in ice. 

Polar bears live on the ice that covers 
the ocean and can swim in the water.

Did You Know…?
Because of climate change, the amount of ice covering the Arctic is 
getting smaller every year.



WHY ARE OCEANS SO 
IMPORTANT?

Oceans make up over 70% of the Earth’s surface.

There are over 700,000 different species 
of animal that live in the ocean. It is 
important to protect the oceans to 
make sure their habitats are safe.

The ocean is also full of tiny 
plants which help to produce 
oxygen, which we need 
to breathe.

On top of this, oceans also provide 
food for many creatures, including 
humans!



READING ACTIVITY 
Use the previous PowerPoint slides to help you with the following 

activity.



LITERACY
Annotate the following images in your booklet with powerful adjectives 

and rich vocabulary!

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/oceans-are-warming-faster-than-predicted/&psig=AOvVaw1LAE2dZgdMoqaoW74ek0Kn&ust=1590592651884000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCNiJxcLp0ekCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAb


LITERACY
Annotate the following images in your booklet with powerful adjectives 

and rich vocabulary!

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://maritimesky.com/index.php/2020/04/22/if-the-earth-could-speak-the-ocean/&psig=AOvVaw1LAE2dZgdMoqaoW74ek0Kn&ust=1590592651884000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCNiJxcLp0ekCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAn


LITERACY ACTIVITY
Write a setting description based on the images you have looked at. 



MATHS
We can find a decimal equivalent to a fraction. This can be done by looking at fractions 

denominator and numerator.

To find a decimal equivalent of a fraction, you divide the numerator by the denominator.

For example:

½ as a fraction can be worked out by dividing 1 by 2.

1 shared between 2 is 0.5. Therefore, 0.5 = ½ 

They are equivalent!

Lets look at another one:

What is 3/8 as a decimal?

We would divide 8 by 3.



MATHS
What is 3/8 as a decimal?

We would divide 8 by 3. We can do this through bus stop method.

3 ÷ 8 = ?

8 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



MATHS
What is 3/8 as a decimal?

We would divide 8 by 3. We can do this through bus stop method.

3 ÷ 8 = ?

8 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

We put the extra 0’s here as place holders. They 

have no value, but are there in case we need to 

exchange any numbers.



MATHS
What is 3/8 as a decimal?

We would divide 8 by 3. We can do this through bus stop method.

3 ÷ 8 = ?

0 . 

8 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

We first ask 

what is 8÷3, 

which we can not 

do. So, we put a 

0 down. We then 

exchange the 3 

to the next 

column. Do not 

forget the 

decimal place.

3



MATHS
What is 3/8 as a decimal?

We would divide 8 by 3. We can do this through bus stop method.

3 ÷ 8 = ?

0 . 3

8 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

We then ask 

what is 8÷30, 

which we know is 

3 r 6. We put the 

3 down and 

exchange the 6.

3 6



MATHS
What is 3/8 as a decimal?

We would divide 8 by 3. We can do this through bus stop method.

3 ÷ 8 = ?

0 . 3 7

8 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

We then ask 

what is 8 ÷60, 

which we know is 

7 r 4. We put the 

7 down and 

exchange the 4.

3 6 4



MATHS
What is 3/8 as a decimal?

We would divide 8 by 3. We can do this through bus stop method.

3 ÷ 8 = ?

0 . 3 7 5 

8 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

We then ask 

what is 8 ÷ 40, 

which we know is 

5. There is 

nothing to 

exchange and 

we have an 

answer.

3 6 4



MATHS
What is 3/8 as a decimal?

We would divide 8 by 3. We can do this through bus stop method.

3 ÷ 8 = 0.375

0 . 3 7 5 

8 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3/8 is equivalent to 0.375

3 6 4



MATHS ACTIVITY 



CREATIVE ACTIVITY 
(GEOGRAPHY) 

Use the previous PowerPoint slides in reading to help you with the 
following activity.



Be sure to upload your work to 
Seesaw for your teacher to see 

and mark each day! 

If you do not know your login, 
please email your teacher:

ewood@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk
jwatson@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk

mailto:ewood@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk
mailto:jwatson@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk


TUESDAY

SPELLING- DEFINITION WORK 

READING- LAYERS OF THE OCEAN 

MATHS – CONVERT BETWEEN 

FRACTIONS AND DECIMALS

SCIENCE ACTIVITY: MARINE LIFE 

RESEARCH 



SPELLING ACTIVITY 



READING- LAYERS OF THE OCEAN 



READING- LAYERS OF THE OCEAN 



READING- LAYERS OF THE OCEAN 



READING ACTIVITY 



MATHS 

Both fractions and decimals can be out of 100.

It is important to remember that if a fraction is less than 1, it will not have a decimal 

starting with 1!

You can work out equivalent fractions and decimals through multiplying.

For example:

60/100 would be 0.60 as a decimal.

This is easy to do as the fraction has a denominator of 100!

45/100 is 0.45 as a decimal.

What would 32/100 be as a decimal?

87/100?

51/100?



MATHS 
Both fractions and decimals can be out of 100.

It is important to remember that if a fraction is less than 1, it will not have a decimal 

starting with 1!

You can work out equivalent fractions and decimals through multiplying.

For example:

60/100 would be 0.60 as a decimal.

This is easy to do as the fraction has a denominator of 100!

45/100 is 0.45 as a decimal.

What would 32/100 be as a decimal?

0.32

87/100?

0.87

51/100?

0.51



MATHS 

Unfortunately, not all fractions are as easy to convert to decimals!

Look at the example below:

What is 1/5  as a decimal?

We can work this out by looking at multiples. 

We need to ask ourselves how many times 5 goes into 100, or 100 divided by 5.

5 goes into 100 20 times. 

We would then multiply both the numerator and denominator by 20.

1 x 20 = 20

5 x 20 = 100

Our new fraction is 20/100.

We know that this as a decimal is 0.20.

0.20 can be simplified to 0.2!

Let’s look at another one together.



MATHS 

Look at this question:

What is 3/10 as a decimal?

How many times does 10 go into 100?

10

Multiply both the numerator and denominator by 10.

Our new fraction is 30/100.

30/100 = 0.30 OR 0.3 

Have a go at converting these fractions to a decimal!

3/20

1/2

9/10



MATHS 

Look at this question:

What is 3/10 as a decimal?

How many times does 10 go into 100?

10

Multiply both the numerator and denominator by 10.

Our new fraction is 30/100.

30/100 = 0.30 OR 0.3 

Have a go at converting these fractions to a decimal!

3/20 = 0.15

½ = 0.50 OR 0.5

9/10 = 0.90 OR 0.9



MATHS ACTIVITY 



CREATIVE ACTIVITY (SCIENCE) 

Use the internet to research a specific species from the Ocean 

Here are some you may want to research…

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https://geographical.co.uk/nature/oceans/item/3484-one-whale-is-worth-a-thousand-trees&psig=AOvVaw2IslGA2FKv3Y3UcvY8nqln&ust=1590595865295000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCPDTnb710ekCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAK
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https://www.worldwildlife.org/species/sea-turtle&psig=AOvVaw02Mgr0xw8qVeYFw-QAoSzd&ust=1590595988272000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCIif-Pj10ekCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAE
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/megalodon--the-truth-about-the-largest-shark-that-ever-lived.html&psig=AOvVaw2aA1W9NHjdqChHohIAlLuE&ust=1590596037103000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCMCljJD20ekCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAE


CREATIVE ACTIVITY (SCIENCE) 
Answer the following questions about your chosen species…



Be sure to upload your work to 
Seesaw for your teacher to see 

and mark each day! 

If you do not know your login, 
please email your teacher:

ewood@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk
jwatson@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk

mailto:ewood@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk
mailto:jwatson@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk


WEDNESDAY

PLAN FOR THE DAY

READING- CHOICE 

LITERACY – RESEARCH & CREATE A POSTER 

MATHS – CONVERT BETWEEN FRACTIONS, DECIMALS 

AND PERCENTAGES.

CREATIVE ACTIVITY (ART): SKETCHES



READING

What do you think when you see this image?

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://www.facebook.com/recycleseas/photos/recycleseas-%EF%B8%8Fyou-see-the-difference-a-turtle-does-not-plastic-bags-stay-on-this-/1068877696627480/&psig=AOvVaw0JVLHmPu27LBFZPMvRYS3M&ust=1590590728753000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCPCfzPvi0ekCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAQ


READING ACTIVITY 



LITERACY-PLASTIC POLLUTION

In 2015, scientists estimated that 
between 4.8 and 12.7 million 
tonnes of plastic entered the 
world’s oceans.

Plastic causes problems for many 
creatures in our oceans. 

Plastic lasts hundreds of years so the danger stays around for that long too. 



LITERACY ACTIVITY 
Use the internet to find out about water pollution. Create a poster to 

persuade people to recycle plastic in order to save the species which live in 

the ocean.

Look at the examples below.

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://dribbble.com/shots/7476084-Poster-for-water-pollution&psig=AOvVaw0w65KAEinLQGa2HptwOYhl&ust=1590598320636000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCMCF1tL-0ekCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://www.facebook.com/stoikbythebeach/photos/?ref=page_internal&psig=AOvVaw2tK4hw6Zfi9Z8mjAlfk0DF&ust=1590598247352000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCPjBg7L-0ekCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://dribbble.com/shots/5899542&psig=AOvVaw0w65KAEinLQGa2HptwOYhl&ust=1590598320636000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCMCF1tL-0ekCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAP


LITERACY ACTIVITY 



MATHS ACTIVITY 

Yesterday we looked at converting fractions and decimals.

Today we are going to be looking at fractions, decimals and percentages!

Percentages means out of 100.

Per – out of

Cent – 100

To represent percent in maths, we write it as %.

You have probably seen this sign when you are out shopping!

If we look at the fraction 30/100, we know that:

30/100 = 0.30

This is easy to find as a fraction, because the denominator is out of 100! 

30/100 as a percentage is 30%.

Let’s have a look at another example.



MATHS ACTIVITY 

55/100 = 0.55

Again, this is easy to find as a percentage as it is already out of 100!

55/100 = 0.55 = 55%

Have a go at finding the decimal and percentage for these fractions:

60/100

5/10

3/20



MATHS ACTIVITY 

55/100 = 0.55

Again, this is easy to find as a percentage as it is already out of 100!

55/100 = 0.55 = 55%

Have a go at finding the decimal and percentage for these fractions:

60/100 = 0.60 = 60%

5/10 = 0.50 = 50%

3/20 = 0.15 = 15%

Do you notice anything from these questions?



MATHS ACTIVITY 

60/100 = 0.60 = 60%

5/10 = 0.50 = 50%

3/20 = 0.15 = 15%

Do you notice anything from these questions?



MATHS ACTIVITY 

0.60 = 60%

0.50 = 50%

0.15 = 15%

Do you notice anything from these questions?

These decimals and percentages look very similar!

That is because they are both out of 100!

They use the same numbers because of this, and it is a quick tip to finding percentages 

and decimals of an amount quickly.

It is important, however, that you work it out regardless to check your answer!



MATHS ACTIVITY 



CREATIVE ACTIVITY (ART) 

Draw a sketch of your chosen species that you carried out some 
research on yesterday. 

Look at these examples below…

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://design.tutsplus.com/tutorials/how-to-draw-a-turtle--cms-30517&psig=AOvVaw2YRIaQ2y3qVv-0W7DQmQqb&ust=1590597890437000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCKD7x4T90ekCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://www.easy-drawings-and-sketches.com/draw-a-dolphin.html&psig=AOvVaw2Bhrr4pAJomFoyHkUpXY8Z&ust=1590597928117000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCJDwzpb90ekCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://www.pinterest.com/pin/200199145909367638/&psig=AOvVaw1GbArWWDUY4ebn3aroDOph&ust=1590598003758000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCNi647z90ekCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD


CREATIVE ACTIVITY (ART) 



Be sure to upload your work to 
Seesaw for your teacher to see 

and mark each day! 

If you do not know your login, 
please email your teacher:

ewood@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk
jwatson@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk

mailto:ewood@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk
mailto:jwatson@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk


THURSDAY

PLAN FOR THE DAY: 

READING- INFERENCE

LITERACY- PLAN AN EXPLANATION TEXT 

MATHS- PERCENTAGES OF AN AMOUNT (MULTIPLES OF 
10)

DT- DESIGN AN BIRD FEEDER MADE FROM A PLASTIC 
BOTTLE



READING

This is what the oceans can look like because of littering and polluting! 

People would 
not want to go 
on holiday if 
the sea was 

like this! 

Why do you 
think water 

and the 
oceans are 

important to 
us?



READING ACTIVITY 



LITERACY-WHAT IS AN EXPLANATION?

Tells how or why a process 
happens (or how something works)



WHAT IS THE PURPOSE?

• to engage the reader’s 
attention.

• to help the reader 
understand how or why
something happens (or 
why something is as it 
is)

• to explain a process



LITERACY ACTIVITY 
Use this boxing up structure to plan an explanation text to answer the following question. Use the 

question prompts in the boxes to help you!

‘How can humans prevent water pollution?’

You may need to use the internet to carry out some research.



MATHS

When finding percentages of amounts that are multiples of 10 (e.g. 10%, 20%, 

30%, etc) there is an easy way to find it!

If the questions was find 10% of 50, you divide 50 by 10 which is 5. 

5 would be the answer!

Easy as that!

10% of 67 is 6.7

You can use your place value to help you. 

When we divide by 10 you move 1 place to the right!

What is 10% of….

30?

11?

5?



MATHS

When finding percentages of amounts that are multiples of 10 (e.g. 10%, 20%, 

30%, etc) there is an easy way to find it!

If the questions was find 10% of 50, you divide 50 by 10 which is 5. 

5 would be the answer!

Easy as that!

10% of 67 is 6.7

You can use your place value to help you. 

When we divide by 10 you move 1 place to the right!

What is 10% of….

30? 3

11? 1.1

5? 0.5



MATHS
Finding 10% can be easy, but what do you do if you’re asked to find 20%?

To find 20%, you find 10% and double it!

Look at the question below:

Find 20% of 50.

10% of 50 is 5.

20% of 50 is10

So, the answer would be 10!

Have a go at these questions:

Find 20% of…

60

8

14



MATHS
Finding 10% can be easy, but what do you do if you’re asked to find 20%?

To find 20%, you find 10% and double it!

Look at the question below:

Find 20% of 50.

10% of 50 is 5.

20% of 50 is10

So, the answer would be 10!

Have a go at these questions:

Find 20% of…

60 = 12

8 = 1.6

14 = 2.8



MATHS

Using 10% you can find any percentage that is a multiple of 10.

If you wanted to find 30%, you would find 10% and multiply by 3.

If you wanted to find 40%, you would find 10% and multiply by 4.

If you wanted to find 50%, you would find 10% and multiply by 5 

…Or you can half the amount.

If you wanted to find 60%, you would find 10% and multiply by 6.

Etc…

Have a go at finding percentages of amounts on the activity for today ☺



MATHS ACTIVITY 



CREATIVE ACTIVITY (DT) 

You are going to design a bird feeder to make out of recycled 
plastic. 
Take a look at the examples below and then design yours on the 
next page. 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://earth911.com/home/7-diy-recycled-bird-feeders/&psig=AOvVaw2tGlo-5iI3PTIS1UP-5piT&ust=1590591625301000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCLDz-deE0ukCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0wk-xdoT9o&psig=AOvVaw2tGlo-5iI3PTIS1UP-5piT&ust=1590591625301000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCLDz-deE0ukCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAI
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://www.pinterest.com/pin/14496030027287596/&psig=AOvVaw2tGlo-5iI3PTIS1UP-5piT&ust=1590591625301000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCLDz-deE0ukCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAa
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://www.pinterest.com/pin/14496030027287596/&psig=AOvVaw2tGlo-5iI3PTIS1UP-5piT&ust=1590591625301000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCLDz-deE0ukCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAa


CREATIVE ACTIVITY (DT) 



Be sure to upload your work to 
Seesaw for your teacher to see 

and mark each day! 

If you do not know your login, 
please email your teacher:

ewood@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk
jwatson@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk

mailto:ewood@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk
mailto:jwatson@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk


FRIDAY

PLAN FOR THE DAY:

SPELLINGS- SENTENCES 

READING- INFERNCE 

LITERACY- EXPLANTION 

MATHS- PERCENTAGES OF AN AMOUNT 
(MULTIPLES OF 5) 

GEOGRAPHY – DT- CREATE YOUR OWN BIRD FEEDER 
OUT OF RECYCKED PLASTIC.



SPELLINGS ACTIVITY 



READING

What can you see 
in this image? 

How does this 
image make you 
feel? 

What are your 
thoughts about 
people who litter 
and pollute our 
earth?

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://www.onegreenplanet.org/environment/marine-animal-extinction-ocean-plastic-pollution/&psig=AOvVaw2grG4bOmn9OiiXhyk1L5FC&ust=1590600575030000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCJj-3ISH0ukCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD


READING ACTIVITY 



LITERACY ACTIVITY 
Write your explanation text! Use the success criteria below to help you!



LITERACY ACTIVITY 



MATHS
Yesterday we looked at finding fractions of amounts that are multiples of 10. We know 

that we divide by 10 to find 10% of an amount. This moves everything 1 place to the 

right. Today, we are looking at using this method to find 5% of amounts. 

To find 5%, you first find 10% of an amount. After finding 10%, you simply half the 

amount.  Half of 10 is 5, and this is how we know it is 5%.

Look at this example:

Find 5% of 60

10% of 60 is 6.

Half of 6 is 3. 

5% of 60 is 3.

Have a go at doing it for these amounts:

5% of 45

5% of 70

5% of 250



MATHS
Yesterday we looked at finding fractions of amounts that are multiples of 10. We know 

that we divide by 10 to find 10% of an amount. This moves everything 1 place to the 

right. Today, we are looking at using this method to find 5% of amounts. 

To find 5%, you first find 10% of an amount. After finding 10%, you simply half the 

amount.  Half of 10 is 5, and this is how we know it is 5%.

Look at this example:

Find 5% of 60

10% of 60 is 6.

Half of 6 is 3. 

5% of 60 is 3.

Have a go at doing it for these amounts:

5% of 45 = 2.25

5% of 70 = 3.5

5% of 250 = 12.5



MATHS
We can use this calculation to find amounts that are multiples of 5, such as 5%, 15%, 

25%, 35%, 45% etc.

Look at 15%. We can find 10% and add 5% on. 

We can do a similar method for 25%. Find 20% and add 5% on. 

We are partitioning the tens and ones to make the answer easier to work out.

How would you work out 65%?



MATHS
We can use this calculation to find amounts that are multiples of 5, such as 5%, 15%, 

25%, 35%, 45% etc.

Look at 15%. We can find 10% and add 5% on. 

We can do a similar method for 25%. Find 20% and add 5% on. 

We are partitioning the tens and ones to make the answer easier to work out.

How would you work out 65%?

You would find 60% and add on 5%



MATHS ACTIVITY 



CREATIVE ACTIVITY (DT) 

You are going to make the bird feeder to make out of recycled 
plastic that you designed yesterday!
Remember to upload it to the blog ☺

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://earth911.com/home/7-diy-recycled-bird-feeders/&psig=AOvVaw2tGlo-5iI3PTIS1UP-5piT&ust=1590591625301000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCLDz-deE0ukCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0wk-xdoT9o&psig=AOvVaw2tGlo-5iI3PTIS1UP-5piT&ust=1590591625301000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCLDz-deE0ukCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAI
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://www.pinterest.com/pin/14496030027287596/&psig=AOvVaw2tGlo-5iI3PTIS1UP-5piT&ust=1590591625301000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCLDz-deE0ukCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAa
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://www.pinterest.com/pin/14496030027287596/&psig=AOvVaw2tGlo-5iI3PTIS1UP-5piT&ust=1590591625301000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCLDz-deE0ukCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAa


Be sure to upload your work to 
Seesaw for your teacher to see 

and mark each day! 

If you do not know your login, 
please email your teacher:

ewood@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk
jwatson@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk

mailto:ewood@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk
mailto:jwatson@wansbeck.hull.sch.uk

